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Who am I?
• A Learning Scientist who focuses on STEM education
• Over the years I have worked on these and other Reports.

• I and many others have used this body of knowledge to try to
improve many aspects of the U.S. education system
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What I want to discuss today: Ways to
think about Assessment Systems
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Three Parts to My Presentation
1. What is educational assessment and why is it challenging
to do it well?
2. What is an Assessment System and what do we need to
think about in designing one?
3. What are the roles for ICT in the design and use of
educational assessments and assessment systems?
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Part 1. What is educational
assessment and why is it
challenging to do it well?
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What is educational assessment?
Why do we need it?
• Assessment is a process of gathering information for the purpose of
making judgments about a current state of affairs.
• In educational assessment, the information collected is designed to
help teachers, administrators, policy makers, and the public infer
what students know and how well they know it, presumably for the
purpose of enhancing future outcomes.
• Some of these outcomes are more immediate such as the use of
assessment in the classroom to improve student learning and others
are more delayed such as the use of assessment for program
evaluation.
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Where does assessment fit
in the broader Educational System?

Theory &
Research on
Knowing
and
Learning
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What functions and purposes does
educational assessment serve?
• Educational assessment typically occurs in multiple
contexts:
• Small scale: individual classrooms
• Intermediate-scale: school districts
• Large-scale: states, nations, internationally

• Within and across these contexts it can be used to
accomplish differing purposes:
• Assist learning (formative)
• Measure individual (or group) achievement (summative)
• Evaluate programs (accountability)
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Why is the assessment of student
learning such a challenge?
We Can Never Really Know What a Student Knows:
Assessment is always a Process of Reasoning from Evidence
• Cognition
– Theories, models & data about how students
represent knowledge & develop competence
in a domain of instruction and learning
• Observations
– tasks or situations that allow one to observe
students’ performance
• Interpretation
– methods for making sense of the evidence
coming from students’ performances

Assessment Triangle
observation

interpretation

cognition
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Why are Models of the Development
of Domain Knowledge so Critical?
• Tell us what are the important aspects of knowledge that
we should be assessing.
• Give us strong clues as to how such knowledge can and
should be assessed
• Can lead to assessments that yield more instructionally
useful information
• Can guide the development of coherent systems of
assessments
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Some “take away” points from Part 1
• Assessment is not a simple matter and not just one thing -it takes multiple forms to serve multiple purposes
• Assessment needs to be part of an integrated system of
curriculum, instruction & assessment
• Designing good assessment is very challenging -- need a solid
conceptual foundation about what students should know and
how they should know it.
• Need to be thoughtful about how you pose problems and what
expectations you have about the meaning and value of responses
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Part 2. What is an Assessment
System and why do we need
to think carefully about
designing one?
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Defining an Assessment System
• “A collection of
assessments does not
entail a system......

....any more than a pile of
bricks constitutes a house”
(Coladarci, 2002).

The system must be composed of elements that work together
in terms of the intended functions and interpretive uses.
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Important System Design
Properties & Principles
• Coherence: The conceptual model of student learning underlying the
various assessments within a system should be compatible. The conceptual
base for state or district level assessments should be a broader version of
one that makes sense at the finer-grained classroom level.
• Comprehensiveness: A range of measurement approaches is used to
provide a variety of evidence to support educational decision-making. No
single assessment should be a definitive indicator of what a student knows.
• Continuity: It measures student progress over time. Multiple sets of
observations over time are linked conceptually so that change can be
observed and interpreted. Models of student progress in learning should
underlie the entire assessment system.
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An Illustration of a Multilevel
Assessment System
An Integrated System
• Coordinated across system
levels & purposes
• Unified by common learning
goals derived from learning
theory, research, & content
standards
(cognition)

• Synchronized by unifying
progress variables that map out
expected trajectories of learning

(interpretation)

(observation)
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How should the different assessments
in the system be organized?
 Desired end product is a typically a multilevel system
 Each level fulfills a clear set of functions and has a clear set of
intended users of the assessment information
 The assessment tools are designed to serve the intended purpose
• Design is optimized for function served

 The levels are articulated and conceptually coherent
 They share the same underlying concept of what the targets of
learning are at a given grade level and what the evidence of
attainment should be.
 They provide information at a “grain size” and on the “time scale”
appropriate for translation into action.
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Part 3. What are the roles for ICT
in the design and execution of
assessment systems?
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Limitations of many current
assessments -- with or without ICT
•Emphasis on disconnected, declarative knowledge of
bits and pieces of factual knowledge
•Neglect of integrated, schematic knowledge structures
in areas of math, science, history and other subjects
•Emphasis on procedural algorithms & skills
•Neglect of strategic thinking skills and limited work
with authentic problems
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Some affordances of technology for
assessment design & use
 Tapping a broader repertoire of cognitive skills and knowledge -- Cognition

Vertex

 Going beyond conventional practices for item presentation -- Observation

Vertex

 Implementing a range of task designs and item formats -- Observation Vertex
 Recording and scoring complex aspects of behavior -- Observation &

Interpretation Vertex

 Analyzing complex aspects of student performance -- Interpretation Vertex
 Embedding assessments in learning environments -- Connecting Assessment

with Curriculum and Instruction
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Assessment System design & ICT
 The assessment system uses tasks, tools, and technologies
appropriate to the desired inferences about student
achievement
 Does not force everything into a fixed testing/task model
 It supports use of a range of tasks: performances, portfolios,
projects, fixed- and open-response tasks as needed
 It provides information at a “grain size” and on the “time
scale” appropriate for translation into action by the different
users of the information at the different levels of the system.
 Use of ICT adds efficiency and value -- “ROI” -- with respect
to the needs of users of assessment results
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“Weaker” uses of ICT in assessment
systems -- no substantive change in

what is assessed , how it is assessed, or
how the information is used
General
Cheaper administration

Possibly shorter tests

Content
Some not possible in paperand-pencil
Easier for some
accommodations

Scoring
More accurate

Quicker turnaround

OR items easier to read
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“Stronger” uses of ICT in assessment
systems -- substantive changes in what is

assessed, how it is assessed, and how the
information is used
Formative

•Diagnostic
•Feedback and Coaching

•Animations/Video

Multiple media

•Simulations

•Can show things impossible in P&P

Analysis &
Scoring
Reporting

•Can assess skills like inquiry
•Natural Language and AI Processing
•Immediate

•Detailed summative reports
•Reports for instruction
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Concluding Thoughts About:
The Assessment Triangle as
A Conceptual Guide for
Development and Implementation
of Technology-Supported
Assessment Systems
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Towards a better future for the development
and implementation of technologysupported assessment systems
• The “assessment triangle” logic -- reasoning from evidence -should guide the design of all assessments in the system
• The assessment system components must be designed in
collaboration with practitioners, students, researchers, developers
and policy makers, taking into account their respective needs
• Expertise is needed from multiple disciplines such as cognitive
and learning sciences, content experts, measurement sciences,
and the computational sciences
• It should be designed to be coherent across multiple levels from
classrooms thru schools, to boards of education, to government
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Final comments
• To Practitioners: use of technology isn’t just about reductions in
workload for things like grading -- focus more on how technology and
better assessment design can get you more instructionally valuable
information to support a formative assessment process
• To EdTech Developers: use of technology isn’t just about faster or
cheaper tests and/or scoring -- focus on how technology and better
assessment design can get teachers and other educators more
instructionally valuable information in a time sensitive way
• To Educational Policy Makers: use of technology isn’t just about
cheaper tests and/or faster scoring and reporting -- focus on how
technology and better assessment design can get everyone in the
system more valid information to use to improve the education system
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Thank You
ありがとうございます
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